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Abstract: 

Physical custody of the child has become a major problem in our society nowadays because 

whenever the divorce takes place after the birth of the children, the children custody case hangs 

in the courts for years, each of the parent tries to keep them in her/his custody. Islam declares 

the right of legal custody to the father forever, but it declares women more entitled to physical 

custody, such as mother, then grandmother etc. it has also made a specific order for the entitled 

women, and has also determined a limit for this custody. It has fixed times for the termination of 

custody of both the boy and the girl child. Then the four famous Sunni Masaliks (Schools of 

thought) that are Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi'i and Hanbilah differ in the details of these legal points, all 

of which will be reviewed in this article. We will keep in view two famous books of Sunni 

comparative jurisprudence in the arrangement and explanation of these legal issues, although I 

have referred to the primary books of these schools for reference. 
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Islam and the Four Schools of thought 

Islam is the largest religion in the world after Christianity. It is the fastest growing religion in the 

world.  Muslims believe that the religion of Islam was revealed by Allah to the Prophet Muhammad 

(peace be upon him), which he and his followers have spread throughout the world through 

preaching Islam, and it is the first religion in the world in terms of the implementation of the 

rulings of Alllah, most of its followers consider it necessary to follow it. And almost all Islamic 

countries follow Islamic laws in their family matters, even many non-Islamic countries resolve the 

family matters of minorities according to their religious law۔ since there are different schools of 

thought in the interpretation of Islamic rulings. Among them, four famous Masaliks (Schools of 

thought) of Ahl al-Sunnah (Sunni Sect) are compiled and also practiced in most of the Islamic 

countries; these well-known Schools of thought are Hanafic, Maliki, Shafee and hanbalic Schools of 

thoughts of Islamic jurisprudence. So we will try to analysis the Islamic law of the child Physical 

Custody in the light of the jurisprudence of these four schools of thought. 

Child custody: 

Child custody is a legal term regarding guardianship which is used to describe the legal and 

practical relationship between a parent or guardian and a child in that person's care. Child custody 

consists of legal custody, which is the right to make decisions about the child, and physical custody, 

which is the right and duty to house, provide and care for the child1.  

Lega dicitionary web says: A decision by the court as to which parent will have the care, custody, 

and control of a child. Custody may be assigned to one parent, or to both parents jointly2. 

Child custody is called “Al-Hazanah” in the Arabic language, and this term is present in the Islamic 

law books.. 
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 Al Hzanah (Custodianship) is the protection of one who is not independent in his affairs, his 

upbringing, and his oversight from what destroys or harms him. The Decisions about child custody 

typically arise in proceedings involving divorce, annulment, separation, or parental death3. 

Custody requirements: 

The requirement of custody is to protect the child in custody, to keep him from what harms him, 

and to bring him up so that he may grow, and that is by doing what is right for him, and taking care 

of him, provide him with food and drink, wash his clothes, anoint him, and take care of his sleep 

and wakefulness4. 

People who are entitled to Physical custody and their order: 

The men and women both are entitled to it, except that women are given priority over men, 

because they are more compassionate, kindhearted and gentle, and they are more appropriate and 

more appropriate for the upbringing of the young. But the men are given priority in legal custody, 

because they are more able to protect, maintain and establish the interests of the young.5and the 

custody of the child is for the parents if there is no separation between them. If they separate, 

then the physical custody is for the mother of the child in the jurisprudence of all four school of 

thoughts, as it was mentioned in Al-Mustadrak on the authority of Abdullah bin Amro, that a woman 

said to Prophet: O Messenger of God, this is my son, my belly was his container, my breasts were 

his milkskin, and my lap was his protection place, and his father divorced me and wanted to take 

him away from me. The Messenger of God, may God’s prayers and peace be upon him, said to her: 

“You are more entitled to him as long as you are not married6. Each School of thought has its own 

way of arranging the beneficiaries of custody after the mother, and who entitles when they are 

equal in entitlement. The custody does not pass from the beneficiary to the next beneficiary unless 

the beneficiary forfeits his right to custody or it forfeits due to an impediment. 

The order for those who are entitled in different schools of thought is as follows: 

Hanafic law 

The Hanafic say that the mother’s mother follows the mother in custody if the mother’s custody is 

forfeited due to an impediment, then the father’s mother and as high as she goes, then the sister, 

then the maternal sister, then the paternal sister, then the daughter of the sister, then the 

daughter of the maternal sister, then the maternal aunts, the half-maternal aunts who share the 

mother, then who half maternal aunts who share the father only, then the daughter of paternal 

sister, then the daughters of the brother, then the daughters of maternal brother (who share only 

mother), then the daughters of paternal brother (who share only father). then the paternal aunts, 

then the paternal half-aunts who share mother only, then paternal half aunts who share father 

only, then the mother’s aunt, then the father’s aunt, then the paternal aunts of the mothers and 

fathers, then the male relatives in the order of inheritance, first of all the father, then the 

grandfather, then the full brother Then paternal brother, then the sons of brother in this order as 

well, then the uncle, then his sons. 

And if many relatives entitled together, the most God-consciousness, then the older, then if it is 

not agnate, the right of custody transfers to those with male relatives if they are Mahram. The 

maternal grandfather is preferred. if they are equal, the most well-wisher of them, then the most 

pious of them, then the oldest of them7. 

Maliki law: 

The Malikis are of the view that the one who is most entitled to custody after the mother is the 

mother’s mother, then the mother’s grandmother, and whoever is from the mother’s side takes 

precedence over whoever is from the father’s side. Then Full maternal aunt, than half-maternal 

aunt (the maternal aunt who share mother only), then full maternal aunt of the mother, then half 

maternal aunt (who share mother only) of the mother, then half maternal aunt (who share father 

only) of the father, then the paternal aunt of the mother, the paternal grandmother as high she 

goes. Then after the paternal grandmother, custody goes to the father, then the full sister, then 

the maternal sister, then the paternal sister, then the paternal aunt, then the father’s paternal 

aunt in the order mentioned, then the father’s maternal aunt. 
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Then, after that, there was a difference of opinion in precedence between daughter of brother and 

daughter of sister, then the guardian (the person whom the father of child appoints as his 

representative at the time of death), then the brother, then the paternal grandfather, then the 

nephew (son of brother), then the paternal uncle, then the paternal cousin, then the supreme 

guardian8. 

Shafi Law 

he Shaafa’is are of the view that the most entitled to custody after the mother is the daughter, 

then the maternal grandmother as high she goes in mothers side. Then according to the new saying 

of shafies the custody passes to the paternal grandmother, but the mother’s mothers took 

precedence over the father’s mother because of their compassion and because they are stronger in 

inheritance. Than the paternal grandmother of father, then her mothers. then the mother of the 

father’s grandfather, then her mothers, then the full sister, then the paternal sister – in the the 

correct saying – then the maternal sister, then the maternal aunts in this order according to the 

correct view, then the sister’s daughter, then the brother’s daughter, then the full paternal aunt, 

then the half paternal aunt (from the father), then the half maternal aunt (from the mother). 

maternal aunts are given priority over the Paternal aunts 

As the Prophet (may God’s prayers and peace be upon him) said, as it was narrated on the authority 

of Al-Bara’ bin Azib, on the authority of the Prophet peace be upon him, that he said: The maternal 

aunt is in the same position as the mother9. There are two opinions of shwafi in the right of non 

maharim females, the moer correct is to affirm the right of custody to them, such as the daughter 

of the maternal aunt, the daughter of the paternal aunt, the daughter of the maternal uncle, and 

the daughter of the paternal uncle, because of their compassion for kinship and their guidance to 

the upbringing of femininity. the 2nd saying is that they do not have the right to custody. 

As for the custody of men, the Shaafa’is stated that it is right of each Muhrum (unmarriageable) 

heir according to the order of inheritance, so a father comes first, then a paternal grandfather, as 

above he goes, then a full brother, then a paternal brother, and so on, as the order of marriage 

guardianship just as custody is entitled for a non-mahram if he is an inheritor, such as the paternal 

cousin due to his compassion for guardianship, and the other contrast saying that he has no 

custody. 

 If there are many guardians in the same time from male and female then the mother takes 

precedence, then the maternal grandmother who continue their relationship by females, then the 

father, and it is said that the maternal aunt and  maternal sister take precedence over the father. 

if they are equal and there are males and females, then the female takes precedence over the 

male. 

And if two of each are equal, as two brothers, two sisters, and two maternal aunts, there will be a 

draw between them to resolve the dispute10. 

Hanbali law 

The Hanbalis are of the view that the most entitled to custody after the mother are maternal 

grandmothers, then the father, then the maternal grandmothers, then the grandfather, then the 

mothers of the grandfather, , then the full sister, then the maternal sister then the paternal sister, 

then the full maternal aunt, then the half maternal aunt by  mother side, then the full paternal 

aunt, then the half paternal aunt from mother side, than the half maternal aunt from father side, 

then his mother’s maternal aunt as well, then his father’s maternal aunt, then his father’s paternal 

aunt, then his nieces, then his paternal uncles’ daughters and paternal aunts’ daughters, then his 

father’s paternal uncles’ daughters and his father’s paternal aunts’ daughters. The precedence will 

be for the full, then who was for a mother (maternal), then who was for a father (paternal). Then 

the custody goes to the rest of the agnate closest to the nearest. If the child in custody is a female, 

then custody over her goes to the male relative of her mahrams, even through breastfeeding etc. 

As for the order of the men, the first is the father, then the paternal grandfather, even if he goes 

above, then the full brother, then the paternal brother, then their sons, even if they are descended 

according to the order of inheritance, then the paternal uncles, then their sons as well, then the 

paternal uncles of the father, then their sons. 
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If two or more people who have right of custody come together and are equal, such as two full 

brothers, the one who is entitled to them shall be selected by drawing lots. 

And in every place in which a brother and sister, or an uncle and an aunt, or a nephew and a niece 

from father side, or a nephew and a niece from mother side meet, the female takes precedence 

over the male in her rank, because femininity here with equality necessitates superiority11. 

Requirements / Conditions for custody: 

Custody is one of the mandates and its purpose is to protect and care for the child in custody, and 

this cannot be achieved unless the custodian is qualified for that, and for this reason the Islamic 

Scholars specified some conditions that custody is given to those who meet it. These are three 

types:  

General conditions for women and men, 

Conditions specific to women,  

Conditions specific to men. 

I. The general conditions: 

1 – Islam:  that is if the child in custody is a Muslim, because there is no guardianship for the 

unbeliever over the Muslim, and there is the fear that the child in custody may be subject to 

conflict in his religion. This the opinion of shawafe , hanabila. Hanafis also say this with regard to 

the female custodian, hanafies and malkies said in female costdian: Islam is not required there 

unless the woman is an apostate, because she is imprisoned and beaten - as the Hanafis say - so she 

does not assign herself to custody. As for the non-Muslim woman is like a Muslim woman in getting 

the right of custody. The Hanafis said: As long as the child in custody does not understand the 

religion, in that case he will be taken from her and given to the people from the Muslims, but 

according to the Malikis, if there is fear for him, he will not be taken from her. Rather, the Muslim 

neighbors will watch over it12. 

2- Puberty: Custody is not entitled to a child because he is incapable of managing the affairs of the 

child in his custody.13 

3. Mind: Custody is not entitled to the insane, because these are incapable of managing their 

affairs and need someone to take care of them, so they should not be entrusted with custody of 

others, and the four jurists have agreed upon it.14 

4- Piety/wariness: God-consciousness/God-fearing is necessary for custody. There is no custody of a 

sinner, because a sinner cannot be trusted. What is meant is the debauchery that leads to the loss 

of those under custody, such as infamous drinking, theft and adultery. As for the person who is in a 

unconfirmed condition, custody is given to him. Ibn Abidin said: The conclusion is that if the female 

custodian is such immoral which leads to lose the child, then her right is forfeited. Otherwise, she 

is more entitled to him until the son understands the immorality of his mother, and he is removed 

from her. Al-Ramli said: Unconfirmed person is allowed to be custodian. Al-Dasouki said: The 

custodian is to be understood as a creditable until it is proven that he is not15. 

5- The ability to take care of the child under custody: There is no custody for the one who is unable 

to do so due to old age, or a disease that prevents it, or a disability such as blindness, muteness, or 

deafness, or the custodian goes out a lot for work or something else and leaves the child lost. All of 

these have no custody unless they do not have someone to take care of the child in custody and 

take care of his affairs, in which case their custody does not fall16. 

6- The Custodian should not have an infectious/contagious disease, or a foul disease that may 

exceeds its harm to the child in custody, such as leprosy, and tis like disease that exceeds its harm 

to the child17. 

II. The conditions for male custodians: 

A - He should be a mahram (A person which is not allowed to marry her in Shariah ) for the child in 

custody, if the woman under custody is a teenage female. So there is no custody of the cousin 

because he is not Mahram, and because it is permissible for him to marry her, so he is not trusted 

with her. 

And if the teenage girl has no other than the cousin, then she is assured to stay with a trustworthy 

woman who is chosen by the cousin, as the Shafi’is and Hanbalis say, or the judge chooses her as 
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the Hanafis say, if her cousin is not more suitable for her, otherwise the judge will keep her with 

him, and according to the Malikis, the right of custody is forfeited to a non-mahram. 

And the Shaafa’is permitted her to stay with her cousin, if he had a daughter whom he felt 

ashamed of, so she could be placed with him with his daughter18. 

B - The Maalikis say in order to give the custody to the male: that he should have some from women 

who are suitable for custody, such as a wife or a hired woman for that. 

III- The conditions for female Custodians: 

A– The custodian should not be married to a stranger for the child under custody, that is, the 

custodian should be no married or marry a relative of the child, because she will be busy in 

completion of the right of the husband and cannot take care of the him, and the Prophet (peace be 

upon him) said: “You are more entitled to him as long as you are not married”. So there is no 

custody for the one who married a stranger for the child under custody, and her custody falls from 

the time of the contract of marriage according to the Hanafis, Shafa’is and Hanbalis, Malki says it 

Falls by the time of sexual relation19. 

B- The custodian should be a Mahram relative of the child in custody, such as his mother and sister, 

so there is no custody of the daughters of the paternal uncle and paternal aunt and thw maternal 

uncle and the maternal aunt., and this is according to the Hanafis and Malikis. This is not a 

condition according to the Shaafa’is and Hanbalis20. 

C- The custodian should not reside with the child in the house of someone who hates the child 

under custody and dislikes him. 

D- The custodian should not refuse to breastfeed the child if she is qualified for him, and the child 

needs to be breastfed21. 

Status of custody and the rights related to it: 

Its Shariah status, that it is obligatory. Because the child under custody may dies by leaving her, so 

he must be saved from destruction. So it must be spent on him and saved from destruction22. 

Custody requires wisdom, alertness, attention, patience, and good manners, to the extent that it is 

hated for a person to curse a child during his upbringing, just as he hates to curse himself, his 

servant, and his wealth23, because the Prophet(peace be upon him) said: “Do cruse yourselves, And 

do not curse your children, and do not curse your servants, and do not curse your wealth, do not 

agree with God at an hour in which a thing is asked, and he responds to it.”24 

Right to custody: The jurists did not agree on the issue of determining the holder of the right of 

custody. there is a difference of opinion among the jurists25. 

  It was said: Custody is a right for the custodian, which is the opinion of the Hanafis and the 

Malikis. Because he has the right to forfeit his right, even without compensation, and if custody was 

a right for someone else, it would not be forfeited by dropping him. 

And it was said: It is the right of the child under custody, so if he drops it, it falls. 

The scholars said that custody is related to three rights together: the right of the Custodian, the 

right of the child, and the right of the father or whoever takes his place for legal custodian. If it is 

possible to join these rights, the chance must be given to this adjustment, and if they conflict, the 

right of the child should be given precedence over others. From this the following provisions derive: 

1 - The female custodian is obliged to take custody of the child, if she is appointed, and there is no 

other woman. 

2 - The custodian should not be forced into custody if she is not obliged to do so. Because custody is 

her right, and there is no harm to the child due to the presence of other maharims relatives. 

3 - If a woman is divorced from her husband on the condition that she leaves her child with the 

husband, then the divorce according to the Hanafis is valid and the condition is invalid; Because 

this is the right of the child, to be with his mother as long as he needs her. 

4 - It is not permissible for the father to take the child from the holder of the right to physical 

custody, and give him to someone else, except after Shariah justification26. 

Transfer of Physical Custody: 

The mother is the person which is most entitled to custody of the child if the requirements are 

fulfilled, If the mother is not one of those who have custody due to the loss of all or some of the 
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conditions in her, or she is denied custody, then she is like non-existent and custody passes to the 

one who follows it, and thus custody shifts from the nearest to the farthest in entitlement27. 

Giving the child the option of custody: 

The Shaafa’is and Hanbalis are of the view that the child in custody should be given the choice 

between his father and mother if they dispute. He will be given whichever one he chose. If they 

agree that he should be in the custody of one of them that is permissible, and according to the 

Shaafa’is, the choice remains, even if one of them forfeits the right before the choice and there is 

no difference in the giving choice between the male and the female child. According to the 

Hanbalis, the boy is given the choice if he has reached seven years of age and is of sound mind. 

Because it is the age in which the shariah commanded him to perform prayer. The Shaafe 

determined it by distinguishing between eating alone and drinking alone, and they did not consider 

reaching the age of seven as a limit. If he passed seven years without distinction he remained with 

his mother. There is no difference in this between males and females.  

The Hanbalis differentiate between males and females, so the boy is given the option when he 

reaches seven years of age, but the girl will be in the custody of his mother, If she reaches the age 

of seven, until she reaches puberty, and after she reaches puberty, she will also be obligatory with 

the father until the wedding, even if the mother donates her custody to her; Because the purpose 

of custody is protection, and the father is the best guardian of it, because she is betrothed by him, 

she must be under his gaze28. 

And the choice in custody is conditional on being free from destruction, so if he knows that he 

chooses one of them to enable him to be free for forbidden affairs and he hates the other as he 

would force him to do in terms of etiquette then it is not act according to his choice. Because it is 

based on his bad desire/ lust, so it will waste him. It is also conditional on showing the Judge his 

knowledge of the reasons for the choice. The proof for choice is the hadith of the prophet which 

was narrated by Abu Hurairah who said: A woman came to the Prophet (peace be upon him) and 

said: My husband wants to take my son away, and he has given me water from the well of Abu 

'Anaba and has benefited me. The Prophet, may God bless him and grant him peace, said: This is 

your father and this is your mother, Take the hand of which one you want, so he took his mother's 

hand, and she went with him off with him29. And the other proof is the Omar's judgment like this. 

And among the rulings of the option: that if the chosen one refuses to sponsor the child in custody, 

the other person will sponsor him. if the Mother and father refuse, then the grandfather and the 

grandmother are given the choice.30   

Also among its rulings is that if the discerning child chooses one of the parents, then chooses the 

other, it is transferred to him. Because the matter may appear contrary to what he thought, or the 

condition of the one who chose him first may change unless it appears that the reason for choosing 

the other is his lack of reason, then he is taken with his mother, even if he has reached the age of 

puberty, as before the discernment. 

Also among the rulings is that if the child in custody chooses both of his parents, there will be a 

draw between them. 

But if he did not choose one of them, then according to the Shaafee, the mother takes precedence; 

Because it is more companionship for what it was. And according to the Hanbalis: lots should be 

drawn between them. Because there is no priority at that time for either of them, and it is one 

saying of the Shafi as well. If the child in custody chose someone other than the one who 

nominated by lot, it is returned to him, as if he had chosen him initially. 

The Hanafis and Maalikis say that the child has no choice, whether male or female, and that the 

mother has more right to them. The reason why the child is not given a choice according to the 

Hanafis and Maalikis is: his lack of reason, which leads to his lack of choice. He may choose to be 

alone and free for playing, so the purpose of the custody is not achieved, which is looking at the 

children and take care of him. 

And the hadiths that indicate that the child is given a choice, in which it is stated that his choice 

was due to the prayer of the Prophet (peace be upon him) for him that he be guided.  

The end of physical custody: 
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It is decided that women are more entitled to custody than men, and that custody over young 

children begins at birth, but the termination of women’s custody of young children in the event of 

separation of the spouses differs between different schools of thought. Hanafic say: The custody of 

a woman over the child ends when he starts eating alone, drinking alone, and dressing alone, and 

they estimated that at seven years, because most people do not need custody at this age. 

Custody remains for the female until she reaches puberty by menstruation or wet dreams or age, 

and this is as in the zahir al riwayah books if the custodian is the mother or the grandmother. And 

other than the mother and the grandmother, they have more right to the little girl until she 

becomes teenager, and it is estimated at nine years, and it is the fatwa of Ahnaf. 

On the authority of Muhammad, the ruling on the mother and grandmother is the same as the ruling 

on other than them, so the absolute custody of women - either mother or other - over the young 

girl ends when she reaches nine years31. 

If the custody of the women expires, the child in custody does not choose whether he is male or 

female, but rather he is given to the father, because due to his lack of reasoning he chooses the 

person who has toys, and it has not been reported that the Companions of the prophet have given 

choice to child gave. The guardianship of the father remains over the young male and female until 

adulthood. When  a boy reaches puberty in good condition he will be given choice between his legal 

guardian, or his physical custodian, or being alone with himself, as well as the female, if she is a 

virgin or is a virgin of old age and has an solid opinion, then she chooses as the boy chooses. And if 

the boy, the non-married woman, or the old virgin are not safe for them, if they are alone with 

themselves, the legal guardianship of the father remains over them, just as the guardianship 

remains over the virgin if she is of a young age32. 

The Maalikis are of the view that women’s custody over the male continues until he reaches 

puberty and his custody ends when he reaches puberty, even if he is sick or insane. 

As for the custody of the female, it continues until her marriage and the consummation of the 

husband with her. 

According to the Shaafa’is, custody continues for the child under custody until discrimination age of 

child, whether it is a male or a female child. If he reaches the age of discrimination – which is 

estimated at seven or eight years, usually – then he is given the choice between his father and 

mother. If he chooses one of them, he is given to him, and if he returns and chooses the second, he 

is transferred to him. Because the condition of the custodian may change, or the opinion of the 

child under custody may change about him after choosing, unless he does so much that he thinks 

that it is caused by his lack of discernment, in which case he is assigned to the mother and his 

choice is revoked. 

And if the child under custody refuses to choose, then the mother is more entitled, because she is 

pity and accompanies to him.  

And if the child under custody is insane, he is not given the choice, and custody remains with his 

mother until he recovers33. 

Hanabila say regarding the boy that he stays with his custodian until he reaches the age of seven. 

after that If his parents agree that he should be with one of them, that is permissible, because the 

right to custody of him rests with them. And if they disputed, the judge will give option to him 

between them, so he will be with whomever he chose from them. Omar decided that. And it was 

narrated by Saeed and Ali. Abu Hurairah narrated that he said: A woman came to the Prophet 

(peace be upon him) and said: My husband wants to take my son, and he has given me water from 

the well of Abu Anaba, and he has benefited me he Prophet said: This is your father, and this is 

your mother, so take whichever of them you wish. So he took his mother’s hand, and she went with 

him34. 

In the female Hanabila said, when she reaches seven years of age, she is not given the choice, 

rather she is obligatory with the father until puberty, and after puberty she is also with him until 

the wedding, even if the mother volunteers her custody, because the purpose of custody is 

protection, and the father is more protective of her, but she is betrothed by him, so she must be 

under his watch.  
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And the insane, even if it is a female, stays with his mother, even after puberty, because he needs 

someone to serve him and take care of his affairs, and women are more knowledgeable about 

that35. 

Conclusion: 

Islam is practically the largest religion in the world, most of its followers follow Sharia law in their 

problems, and in the world, religious laws are generally taken care of in family laws, so the One of 

the complex legal issues of the Muslim is the rulings of physical custody of the child. The different 

sects are almost the same in this regard, but the four popular schools of thought of Sunni sect are 

slightly different, almost all the four religions agree that it is very appropriate for women to have 

the physical custody of a child, up to a certain age in which the difference between male and 

female. However, after puberty, everyone allowed the sound child to stay with whomever he 

wanted. All these legal points were discussed in detail in the light of these four Masalik (Schools of 

thought).  
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